
VBS X,L Price
Frameless sliding system terrace type 

with threshold X, without threshold L



Areas of use of the system. For balconies and loggias of any shape. The system is very flexible and during its installation it is possible to

perform various turns and create the necessary angles. For frameless sliding glazing of a veranda, gazebo or terrace. It is important to consider

that the structure is equipped with a high bottom profile, so it should be installed in places without constant passage of people. For glazing

patios, barbecue areas or summer verandas of cafes and restaurants. In this case, the design will add a special charm to them and help the

establishment stand out from the competition. Principle of operation. The initial sash of the structure is always hinged. During its opening, all

other sashes also gradually slide into its place and open. Thus, they are stacked at the edge of the system at right angles to the glazing line.

Functional features of VBS Vizyon frameless sliding glazing. The design easily bypasses corners and can be installed in openings with turns. This

allows you to mount the VBS Vizyon frameless glazing system even on the most original and complex balconies. In the parking lot, all sashes are

fixed using a special movable stop of a modern design. Such a simple mechanism avoids the typical problems of such glazing systems and securely

fixes the sashes in the parking lot. The profiles inside the structure are not symmetrical. This allows each roller to move freely without hitting

the others. On request, the structural profiles can be easily painted to look like marble or wood. Also VBS Vizyon profiles can be supplied

anodized. This option does not require painting, looks aesthetically pleasing and does not lend itself to corrosion and peeling. The system uses

only special tempered glass with a thickness of 6 to 10 mm. It is suitable for installation at high altitude. There are high-quality plastic seals

between the glasses. They freely transmit light and do not spoil the overall appearance of the structure.

Material: Aluminum – glass

Glass type: 8/10 mm tempered

Profile color: Anodized - RAL 

Color of fittings and material: Black, gray plastic

Maximum panel width: 650 mm 

Maximum panel height: 2700 mm
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VBS Vizyon sliding frameless glazing system – features and benefits.

Balconies, terraces and glazed gazebos without frames have already

become one of the most popular design solutions. They not only look great

and add the effect of transparency and lightness to the room, but are also

very functional. All shutters of such a balcony can be moved to one side

and enjoy the summer coolness. To obtain such an effect, it is only

important to choose the right sliding glazing system without a built-in

frame. One of the best in this segment is VBS Vizyon.

System characteristic
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Estimated  cost in finished form (euro) without VAT:

Installation (about 10-15% from total order cost), 

Delivery (depends on order quantity and distance)
Shipping from Poland

Height
Length

1500 1700 1900 2100 2300 2500 2700 2900

2000 972 1012 1053 1099 1138 1184 1270 972

2500 1124 1176 1226 1274 1327 1376 1474 1124

3000 1340 1396 1457 1513 1575 1632 1750 1340

3500 1554 1621 1684 1750 1820 1884 2017 1554

4000 1764 1845 1917 1988 2068 2142 2290 1764

4500 1919 2002 2085 2170 2254 2258 2500 1919

5000 2132 2226 2317 2411 2503 2589 2778 2132

5500 2345 2447 2548 2653 2754 2846 3053 2345

6000 2559 2670 2780 2892 2988 3105 3312 2559

6500 2713 2825 2953 3069 3184 3286 3521 2713

7000 2934 3058 3181 3305 3427 3560 3791 2934

7500 3144 3276 3408 3541 3672 3815 4063 3144

8000 3356 3494 3634 3777 3917 4070 4333 3356


